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Abstract: Sentiment Analysis which frequently passes by the name opinion mining is one
of the noticeable field in lots of research is going ahead because of its interminable
application like online networking monitoring, product reviews and so on. Be that as it
may, because of the noticeable utilization of social media the utilization of multilingual
statements has turned out to be most basic as client tends to in their own particular safe
place. These multilingual statements emerge due the utilization of more than one language
to create a statement. Because of absence of clear grammatical structure it is exceptionally
hard to discover correct sentiment out of it. This paper presents the analysis of sentiments
of 4 languages tweets by applying Naïve Bayes algorithm. Our proposed method,
effectively identify the sentiments of the users by utilizing their twitter walls comments
and posts. We have analyzed a very famous movie, “Baahubali” with hash tag of
“Baahubali2”.
Keywords: NLP, Text Mining, Machine Learning, Multilingual Sentiment Analysis
INTRODUCTION
Opinion, reviews and comments of the people plays a very important role to
figure out if a given populace is satisﬁed with the item, services and predicting their
reaction on specific occasion of interest like review of a movie. These information are
fundamental for opinion mining. Keeping in mind the end goal to find the sentiment of

population retrieval of information from sources like
Twitter, Facebook, Blogs are essential. Multilingual
sentiment investigation turned out to be considerably
more troublesome as the assets required are to be
worked without any preparation [11,12]. Because of
immense increment in the client created multilingual
substance via web-based networking media and need in
computerized system to identify it the Natural
Language processing (NLP) community has attempting
to grow new technique to manage this marvel and find
hidden sentiment out of it. This paper essentially
contains different strategy utilized for the multilingual
sentiment analysis and its correlation [15,16].
The Existing Database is not ready to handle huge
measure of information with in speciﬁed measure of
time. Likewise this sort of database is constrained for
handling of organized information and has a constraint
when managing real time information. In this way, the
traditional solution can't help association to manage and
process unstructured information. With the utilization
of Big Data advances like Hadoop is the most ideal
approach to comprehend Big Data challenges. This help
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association to handle expansive measure of information
in a systematic way.
Apache Hadoop and its Architecture
The Apache Hadoop programming library is a
system that takes into account the distributed processing
of extensive information sets crosswise over clusters of
PCs utilizing simple programming models. It is
designed to scale up from single servers to a large
number of machines, every offering neighborhood
computation and storage [13,14].
As opposed to depend on equipment to convey
high-accessibility, the library itself is intended to
recognize and handle failures at the application layer, so
conveying an exceedingly accessible administration on
top of a cluster of PCs, each of which might be inclined
to failure [1].
Name Node and Data Node
Name node stores the data about Meta
information which maps to the data node for real
information. Data node contains the genuine
information [17].
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Data Replication
HDFS stores each ﬁle as an arrangement of
blocks. These blocks are replicated to different racks on
HDFS for adaptation to non-critical failure. The block
size and replication variable can be conﬁgured from the
conﬁguration ﬁle of Hadoop [18].
Racks
Racks are the collection of data node. The data
node which belongs to same system can be dealt with as
one rack. On the off chance that one of the data node
crashes, the replica of that data node which is available
on another node begins moving to the failed data node
[19,20].
MapReduce Architecture
Hadoop MapReduce is a software framework
for executing tremendous measure of information i.e.
terabyte data sets in parallel environment on large
clusters (in a huge number of data nodes) which can be
commodity hardware in a fault tolerant manner.
MapReduce jobs splits the input information
set into different pieces of ﬁles which then are handled
by the guide assignments in parallel form. The hadoop
framework sorts the output of map phase which are then
input to the reduce tasks. Both input and output ﬁles are
stored on HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System). The
Hadoop framework has a duty of managing and
scheduling tasks.
The MapReduce framework comprises of a
si8ngle master JobTracker and one slave TaskTracker
per cluster node. The master is responsible for
scheduling the jobs’ component tasks on the slaves,
monitoring them and re-executing the failed tasks [2].
The execution of job begins when client
submit the job to the job tracker with job conﬁguration,
which help to speciﬁes map and reduce function and
different parameters, for example, input and output way
of data set.
Job Tracker
The Job Tracker is the service with Hadoop
that farms out MapReduce tasks to speciﬁc nodes in the
cluster, in a perfect world the nodes that have the
information, or possibly are in a similar rack [1]. Client
applications submit jobs to the Job tracker [2]. The
JobTracker converses with the NameNode to determine
the area of the information [3]. The JobTracker locates
TaskTracker nodes with available slots at or near the
data [4].
The JobTracker presents the work to the
picked TaskTracker nodes [3]. The JobTracker is a state
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of failure for the Hadoop MapReduce services. If it
goes down, all running jobs are halted.
Task Tracker
A TaskTracker is a node in the cluster that
acknowledges tasks - Map, Reduce and Shufﬂe
operations - from a JobTracker. Each TaskTracker is
conﬁgured with an arrangement of slots; these
demonstrate the number of tasks it can accept. At the
point when the JobTracker tries to ﬁnd some place to
plan an assignment inside the MapReduce operations, it
ﬁrst searches for an empty slot on a similar server that
has the DataNode containing the information, and if
not, it searches for a vacant slot on a machine in the
same rack [4].
LITERATURE SURVEY
One of the most common datasets exploited by
many Corporations to conduct business intelligence
analysis are event log files.
Jai Prakash Verma [5], designed a
recommendation system which provides the facility to
understand a person’s taste and find new, desirable
content for them automatically based on the pattern
between their likes and rating of different items.
Subramaniyaswamy
[6],
focused
on
Unstructured Data Analysis on Big Data using Map
Reduce. The proposed method will process the data in
parallel as small chunks in distributed clusters and
aggregate all the data across clusters to obtain the final
processed data. The proposed method is enhanced by
using the techniques such as sentiment analysis through
natural language processing for parsing the data into
tokens and emoticon based clustering. The process of
data clustering is based on user emotions to get the data
needed by a specific user. The results show that the
proposed approach significantly increases the
performance of complexity analysis.
Can Uzunkaya [7], focuses on Hadoop and its
ecosystem and implementation Hadoop based platform
for analyzing on collected tweets. The regarding
analyzed results are transferred to graphical charts
which is showed on a web page.
Manoj Kumar Danthal [8], proposed a model
in which data is processed and analyzed using Info
Sphere Big Insights tool which bring the power of
Hadoop to the enterprise in real time. This also includes
the visualizations of analyzing big data charts using big
sheets.
Gaurav and Rajurkar [9], provide solution for
speedy data downloading on HDFS by using source and
sink (data ingestion) mechanism. The Hadoop is
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flexible and scalable architecture. The proposed work is
based upon the phenomenon of combination of open
source software along with commodity hardware that
will increase the profit of IT Industry.

Downloding Twitter Dataset
The twitter dataset are downloaded via twitter
achiever. After that it is stored in a text file for further
processing,

Efthymios Kouloumpis [10], investigated the
utility of linguistic features for detecting the sentiment
of Twitter messages and evaluate the usefulness of
existing lexical resources as well as features that
capture information about the informal and creative
language used in microblogging.

Conversion of non-english langauge to english
language
The conversion took place of non-English
language. Here Hindi, Telgu, Tamil language are
converted to English language via Google translator.

Rudy et al. [20], proposed a technique in light
of a consolidated approach which included control
based grouping, directed learning and machine learning.
A 10 crease cross approval was completed for each
example set. A cross breed characterization technique is
utilized as a part of which a few classifiers cooperate. In
the event that the primary classifier neglects to
characterize then it is passed on to the following
classifier. The procedure proceeds until the record is
grouped or there is no other classifier left.
Zhu et al. [21], proposed an approach in light
of fake neural systems to separate the archive into
positive, negative and fluffy tone. The approach
depended on recursive slightest squares back spread
preparing calculation.
METHODOLOGY
The system architecture work flow is presented in
fig-1. The following languages tweets we have
considered:
 English
 Hindi
 Telgu
 Tamil
Firstly the tweets are downloaded via Twitter
Achiever. It is stored into the text file. Then various
analyses are performed on that dataset.

Processing of Tweets:
After conversion, the tweets are pre-processed. The
preprocessing steps includes:
 Removal of special and unwanted symbol
 Removal of URL’s
 Removal of White spaces
 Conversion of emoticons into its equivalent
sentiment word.
 Removal of Hashtag.
 Removal of Username.
Storing into HDFS
After pre-processing the dataset is ready to be
analyzed. The datasets with different languages are into
HDFS so that map reduces function can use those
dataset.
Apply Naïve Bayes Algorithm
The algorithm Naïve Bayes is implemented for the
all language dataset. It process the each tweets word by
word and store the score into HDFS. Naïve Bayes
algorithm presents output into following format:
 Positive
 Very Positive
 Negative
 Very Negative
 Neutral
RESULT
The analysis of the twitter datasets are
presented in this section. We have considered 4
languages for analysis. The intermediate and final
results are presented below.
For intermediate output, we have considered the Tamil
tweets of movie Baahubali2. Fig-2: to 4 shows the
results.

Fig-1: The Work flow of sentiment analysis
framework
Fig-2: snapshot of tweets downloaded from twitter
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Fig-3: snapshot of tweets converted to English

Fig-7: Shows the sentiment of Tamil tweets

Fig-4: snapshot of pre-processed tweets
Analysis of results of 4 languages are presnted in fig5 to 8.

Fig-8: Shows the sentiment of Telgu tweets

Fig-5: Shows the sentiment of English tweets

Fig-6: Shows the sentiment of Hindi tweets
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CONCLUSION
From the analysis, we observed that the positive and
very positive part of the tweets are heavily influenced
by the noises presents in the dataset. The Proposed
framework effectively demonstrate the relation of
positive, very positive and neutral tweets. They are
strongly correlated with each other. Hence for the
movie Baahubali2 the sentiments of the users are
around 73% and 27% for English language, 69% and
31% for Tamil language, 80% and 20% for Hindi
language and finally 66% and 34% for Telgu language
for positive and negative tweets respectively.
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